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Friday, 7 December 2018

C O M I N G  E V E N T S

The Beacon School
A Filipino Community IB World School

The Beacon Inquirer

As the community has ushered in the holiday season through decorated hallways, pop-up concerts, the BPA bake 
sale, and most especially, opportunities for giving, Beacon students continue to focus on learning as demonstrated 
through the Kinder plays, G8 trip to Bali's Green Camp, G5 Passion Projects, among many other ongoing learning 

engagements throughout the school.  We look forward to another week of classes, to the PYP Christmas program, and 
the BPA hosted Salu-Salo before our Christmas holiday begins at noon next Friday, 14 December.

Please see last page for Beacon School Calendar School Year 2019 - 2020

Mon, 10 Dec Christmas Raffle Draw
12-14 Dec Christmas Concert, 9:00 am, Auditorium (see calendar   
     on pg. 2 for grade level assignments)
Thu,13 Dec Last day of donation for the Giving Tree
Fri, 14 Dec Christmas Salu-Salo, Gym

Fri, 14 Dec Early Dismissal, K-2=12 noon, G3-8=12:30 pm
15 Dec - 2 Jan Christmas Break, No Classes
Thu, 3 Jan 2019 Classes Resume
Mon, 7 Jan  G5 Parent Orientation for Cebu Field Trip, 1:00 pm,  
      2F Exhibition Room
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Please take note of the changes in the last week of school and first 2 days in January:

Ü December 3-7:  Regular ASA/SPAS/MAS schedule

Ü December 10-14: Group and individual MAS proceed as scheduled
         � All ASA cancelled
         � SPAS cancelled except Gr. 3-5 Boys' Basketball and 3-8 Girls' Basketball, which will practice  

           as scheduled
                         
Ü January 3-4: Group and individual MAS proceed as scheduled.  
         � All ASA and SPAS cancelled
                    
Ü January 7-11: Regular ASA/SPAS/MAS schedule 

}

November / December 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

26
Christmas Season 

Kick-Off Whole 
School Assembly

27
Start of selling 

Christmas 
Raffle tickets

(purchase tickets 
through homeroom 

teachers or the 
cashier, Ms. Myra)

28
BPA Thanksgiving 

Garage Sale

29 30
Bonifacio Day

 
NO CLASSES

3
 Spirit Week: 

Come as a 
Christmas 
ornament.

 
Christmas 

Pop-up Concert 
3:15

Auditorium Lobby

4
Christmas 

Pop-up Concert 
3:15

Auditorium Lobby
 

Flag Tag Teachers 
vs. Students

3:30

5

Early Release

6 7
BPA Bake Sale

 
Spirit Week: Come 

as your favorite 
Christmas treat.

10
 

Christmas Raffle 
Draw

11 12
Christmas 
Concert, 
9:00 am

(for G3-5 parents 
and guests)

13
 Christmas 

Concert, 
9:00 am

(for G1 and 2 
parents and 

guests)
 

Last day for 
Giving Tree 
donations

14
   Christmas 

Concert, 
9:00 am

(for PreK, Kinder 
parents and guests)

MYP Videoke/
Batch Games

11am, Auditorium
                       

Salu-Salo

K-2 dismissal
=12nn 

G3-8 dismissal
=12:30
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Guidance:
     

With the right support, children can learn to change gears 
without whining and tantrums

By Katherine Martinelli

Many children struggle with transitions, which are common 
triggers for behaviors that range from annoying (whining, 
stalling) to upsetting (tantrums and meltdowns).

There are many ways parents and teacher can help kids have an easier time with transitions — and be able 
to behave better—but  it may take a little experimentation to find out what clicks with each particular child.

These tools are useful  to help kids of all stripes with transitions. But for kids with ADHD, anxiety, autism, 
or sensory processing, this kind of scaffolding is particularly crucial and can make the difference between a 
good day and a bad one. Over a period of time it can help pave the way for success.

Create routines: If a child “doesn’t want to transition because he likes consistency and routine and 
structure,” says Michael Rosenthal, a clinical neuropsychologist, “then start by building in consistency and 
routine and structure into the transition process itself.”

For transitions that will happen every day, like turning off the phone to go to bed, consistent routines 
can have big payoff. A bedtime routine, for example, might seem like something for babies, but having a 
predictable structure in place can be reassuring and helpful even for older kids (and adults!).

Preview and count down: Along with routines, previewing and countdowns are key. In the 
morning you might lay out what the day is going to look like. Dr. Rosenthal suggests doing a 
role-play in which you practice moving from activity to activity to “engage them in the process.”

Then before each transition, give a timeframe and description of what will happen along with 
countdowns (in 20 minutes, then 10, then 5 it will be time to finish breakfast and head to 
school). This is “allows them to emotionally get ready for an event,” explains Dr. Rosenthal.

Give it a sound track: For younger kids in particular, songs can be especially effective tools to 
help implement routines and ease transitions. The “clean up” song can be heard in preschools 
throughout the country for good reason, but there are countless other songs to be found (and 

made up!) to suit a variety of situations from tying shoes to brushing teeth.

Visual cues: Other kids may benefit from visual cues. Being able to point to a chart with drawings about 
what to expect from a particular transition or the steps involved can help some people immensely. These 
are common in lower grade classrooms but could be easily adapted at home.

Get their attention: For kids with ADHD in particular, says Matthew Rouse, a clinical psychologist in 
the ADHD and Disruptive Behavior Disorders Center at the Child Mind Institute, it’s important to make a 
connection with the child to ensure that you have their attention and that the information is sinking in. This 
could mean eye contact, sitting next to them, a hand on their shoulder, or asking them to repeat back what 
you have said. Simply yelling at them from the other side of the room and assuming it’s gotten through 
won’t work and will only lead to frustration on both sides.

Use rewards: Rouse points out that rewards can be an effective tool for all kinds of kids and issues. These 
can be things like stickers, snacks, or a point system that leads to tangible rewards. Schools and parents 
alike can implement reward systems, and once the kid gets into the habit of seamlessly transitioning you 
might be able to phase it out.

Implement appropriate consequences: If a transition is not going well, Dr. David Anderson, senior 
director of the ADHD and Behavior Disorders Center at the Child Mind Institute, recommends paying less 
attention to it rather than escalating the situation.
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“Ignore it as long as they’re at least making an effort to make the transition 
or approximating the transition,” he says. “If they’re really egregiously 
misbehaving then use an appropriate consequence for that behavior that 
makes the child understand that behavior is off limits.”

Praise good transitioning: Finally, Dr. Rouse urges parents to recognize 
when things go well. “For all the times it’s gone wrong,” he says, “there 
have probably been a lot more times when it’s gone right. Don’t lose those 
opportunities to be really enthusiastic and say this was so great, it went 
so smoothly, I really liked how you handed over the iPad right away and 
started brushing your teeth, and now we have more time to read.”

Be specific in your praise, and follow up with a reward when appropriate. With the right support, children can 
learn to change gears without whining and tantrums.

Source: Martinelli, Katherine. “How Can We Help Kids With Transitions?” Date accessed: 19 March 2018 
Child Mind Institute, Child Mind Institute, childmind.org/article/how-can-we-help-kids-with-transitions/.
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